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In order to track the improvements of agile teams, a system of metrics and indicators is very
important to be implemented. Agile Software Development (ASD) promotes working software
as the primary way of measuring progress. The current set of metrics are more output oriented
rather than using lines of code to estimate productivity. This paper presents the results of a
background research in order to identify the most important metrics, indicators, measures and
tools software development teams use in relation with agile-based methodologies. The paper
also presents a case study based on data gathered in a software outsourcing company. The
paper proposes an architecture of an automated system used to provide real-time metrics for
measuring agile team performance.
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1

Introduction
Software industry has adopted a wide
range of Agile Software Development methods to improve productivity [13], [18]. Metrics and measures are required for planning
and tracking projects, measuring quality and
assessing team performance [10]. This paper
aims to review the usage of metrics in industrial software development where agile practices are applied. It also proposes an architecture of a system that provides real-time metrics based on data provided by project and
process management software. A case study is
conducted in a Romanian software company
providing custom software development services using an outsourcing model.
This paper is structured as follows. The first
part defines the problem of using metrics in
software development. In the second part a
background research is performed to identify
what kind of metrics and tools software development teams use in relation with agile and
lean methodologies. The third part presents
the case study, research method, results and
presentation of the proposed system. The last
part is reserved for discussion, conclusions
and future research directions.
Use of metrics in software development has a
great importance in both traditional and agile
software development methods. The metrics
are described in software development stand-

ards like [14], [15] and [16]. Software development metrics relay heavily on output oriented measures. Software is analyzed based
on lines of code written (LOC), function or
class complexity, like cyclomatic complexity
[11], documentation coverage, etc. Project
management is orientated to evaluate the accomplishment of plans based on what is done
on time and within budget so the main way of
measuring is tracing project plan completion.
Agile promotes working software as the primary measure of progress, but the definition
of “working” is vague and can lead to different interpretation based on roles and individual background [1]. In this study we consider
the definition of working software as new
functionalities that bring value to the business
or satisfies a user request. Three key agile
metrics are used to assess the ability of delivering working software.
2 Background research
In this section a background research related
to the agile software development and software measurements is performed to introduce
the key metrics used in the case study. Several
articles and books are analyzed to identify
what are the best practices in using agile metrics.
A systematic literature review identifies that
reasons for using metrics are focused on plan-
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ning, progress tracking, understand and improve quality, fixing software process problems, and motivating people [2]. The metrics
are also used in estimating the software project duration [12]. Metrics are categorized in
each of the primary studies analyzed. It is
shown that the same metric can be used in different contexts. For example, defect count as

Metric
Velocity
Lead time

Cycle time

Table 1. Key agile metrics
Methods
Definition
Scrum, XP
The amount of working software
delivered in a sprint/iteration.
Kanban
The amount of time that passed
from a request to fulfilling the request.
Kanban
The amount of time that passed
from when work actually started to
fulfilling the request.

Graphically, the cycle time and lead-time are
presented in Figure 1.
Request work starting
Request

an external measure of customer satisfaction
or as an internal measure of software testing.
The study concludes that the most influential
metrics in the primary studies are Velocity
and Effort estimate in Scrum and Extreme
Programming methods and Lead/Cycle time
in Kanban method. Key agile metrics are defined in Table 1.

Request fulfilled

Time

Cycle time

Lead-time

Fig. 1. Lead-time and cycle time
In [3] the author argues that metrics can be
dangerous if it’s only used a way to set unrealistic targets and manage the work by numbers (e.g. management establishes a target
over a period of time that is communicated
without a goal so people do everything just to
fill a quota). This will eventually lead to unwanted behaviors that derail from the initial
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intent. In this regard is recommended to always link metrics to goals, use short tracking
periods, favor tracking trends rather than precise numbers and stop using a metric when it
no longer drives change. In previous research
([4]) the state of agile practices in Romanian
software community was evaluated. According to this, Scrum and Kanban are the most
used method but only 50% of respondents use
Velocity tracking.
Scrum [5] and Extreme Programming (XP)
[6], [19], [20], the most used agile methods,
have an iterative and incremental approach to
delivering software. Work is planned in a time
box called sprint or iteration that spreads for
two to four weeks. The team aims to go
through all development phases in an iteration
so that it delivers an improved working version of the product. Velocity is calculated for
every iteration based on the count of user scenarios implemented, sum of complexity estimate points or effort estimate points.
Kanban method relies on workflow visualization and limiting work in progress to improve
the continuous delivery of software while
avoiding overburdening the development
team. Rather than batching the work in
sprints, items are pulled from the backlog in a
continuous flow. Assuming that the items are
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prioritized by the added value in a que is important to measure the total wait time of an
item and the processing time. In practice,
Scrum and Kanban methods are used together
in what is called an Agile/Lean methodology
[7], [17]. Software tools used by agile teams
allows accurate activity tracking [8]. This allows issue tracking, direct communication between team members and provides built in reporting. In order to make better use of data
gathered most of the tools allow direct access
to the databases for custom analysis. Better
understanding of team dynamics based on the
traces left in information systems are leading
to area of research called workforce analytics
[9].
3 Research method
Key agile metrics are calculated in relation
with a case study in a software company that
provides outsourced custom development.
Project started in March 2017 when the company took over the development an existing
codebase with the goal of going live for two
customers. In September 2017 is established a
role of Scrum Master with the responsibilities
improve the overall collaboration between
product management and development team,
to facilitate Scrum events, identify blockers,
communicate release notes, provide visibility
on the process to all parties involved, and organize workshops.
This paper has the following research objectives:
O1: Describe how the team organized in relation with agile practices;
O2: Present the results for the key agile metrics;
O3: Discuss the factors that influence the ability to deliver working software;
O4: Describe a proposed architecture of a system that provides real-time agile metrics.
Observations regarded with team structure,
organization and team dynamics are gathered
by direct implication in the team for 6 months.
In this period were facilitated all Scrum meetings and helped Product Managers to coordinate with the development team. Data used to
calculate metrics was exported form JIRA Atlassian software and was processed using
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spreadsheets together with built in reports in
JIRA.
4 Case Study
At the beginning of the engagement an assessment was performed that consisted in one on
one interviews with all the team members.
The main characteristics of the team and process are:
 Team members were distributed between
United Kingdom, Romania and The Republic of Moldova;
 Average sprint length was two weeks (10
working days);
 Total team capacity: 3 x Product Management (Customer Project Manager, Product
Owner, Proxy Product Owner), 4 x Quality Assurance (Manual testing, Automation testing), 1 x Technical Lead, 6 x
Backend Developer, 4 x Frontend Developer, 1 x DEVOPS, 1 x Scrum Master.
Product Managers worked day by day with the
software developers, were available in all the
Scrum meetings and available on Skype for
task clarifications. The Technical Lead acted
as the main contact point for the development
team allocating tasks based on his knowledge
about individual abilities. Product Owners
complained about the lack of visibility regarding the development process. Development
team had no awareness about the product
roadmap and immediate deadlines were not
communicated.
A big pain in the process was not having some
clear way of measuring progress. Sprint Goals
were introduce as a way to create more focus,
shift from task allocation to team commitment
and set priorities. In order to create more visibility a product roadmap was created with estimates made by the development team. At the
end of each sprint a demo meeting was performed by the development team to customers
and product owners. Every three sprints we
produced reports to track velocity and review
the progress.
Progress is tracked by using a 5 steps workflow on an electronic Kanban board as described in Figure 2.
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TO DO
IN PROGRESS

REVIEW
TESTING
READY FOR RELEASE
Fig. 2. Development workflow
The first go live was mid-October when the
back office component was delivered. A support board was created after the release and
customer support representative were allocated to answer user requests. Two swim lanes
are used on the support board, one for high
priority tickets that are blockers in the client
activity and the second for regular tickets. Priority regarding support tickets was decided
with the client and were included in the scope
of the sprint.

The data set consisted in 1388 tickets distributed as following:
 800 Bugs (58%);
 429 User Stories (428);
 159 Task (11%).
A total of 24 sprints were tracked with an average duration of 15.2 days, min 11 days and
maximum 29 days.
The evolution of development capacity is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Development team capacity
Sprint
Development capacity
Total team members
Sprint 1 – Sprint 2
1 x DEVOPS, 1 x BE, 1 x
4
FE, 1 x QA
Sprint 3 – Sprint 4
1 x DEVOPS, 2 x BE, 1 x
6
FE, 2 x QA
Sprint 5 – Sprint 7
1 x DEVOPS, 3 x BE, 2 x
8
FE, 2 x QA
Sprint 8 – Sprint 10
1 x DEVOPS, 5 x BE, 3 x
13
FE, 4 x QA
Sprint 11 – Sprint 24 1 x DEVOPS, 6 x BE, 4 x
15
FE, 4 x QA
Velocity chart based on Stories / Bugs completed in a sprint is presented in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Sprint velocity
In order to assess the predictability planned vs
resolved issues were tracked. Unplanned
worked consisted in 447 (24%) tickets that
was caused by support tickets (63%) and issues that were completed without proper
tracking in a sprint (27%). Out of 941 issues
planned in sprints 486 (52%) were completed
by the end of the sprint and 455 (48%) were
dragged in future sprints. Most of the issues
were completed in the immediate next sprint

Issue Type
User Stories
Bugs
Task
Support Bugs

(45%) and only 30% of the issues were
dragged more than 3 sprints. It’s more likely
for a bug than a story to be completed in the
sprint that was planned.
Lead-time and Cycle time is calculated in Table 3. Because no information was available
of when each specific issue has started the day
when the sprint started was considered start
time.

Table 3. Lead time and Cycle time
AVG Lead time AVG Cycle time
(days)
(days)
44
25
22
14
23
17
12
11

Further story point estimates are correlated

AVG Cycle time
(working days)
19
12
14
9

with average cycle time in Table 4.

Table 4. Story Point Estimate vs Cycle time
Story Point Estimate
User Stories
AVG Cycle time
Count
(working days)
1
36
12.5
3
43
22.39
5
34
22.32
8
25
28.76
13
8
48
Not estimated
283
17.74
In order to gain more accurate figures each activity could have been tracked with the time

management feature. This brings a big overhead of reporting so for the purpose of having
a better sense of progress we considered this
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approximation enough.
The velocity chart showed highs and lows that
are typical in an agile environment considering the complexity of the product, ambiguity
regarding system requirement and real life
constraints. The main goal of the team was to
go live with a complex product that was
handed over by a previous company. In order
to achieve this four stages are observed that
relate with the ability to deliver working software. Each phase showed a short term improvement of velocity and then a drop that led
the team in a new stage of development.
 Forming the team (Sprint 1 - Sprint 5);
 Building development capacity (Sprint 6 Sprint 10);
 Norming the development process (Sprint
11 - Sprint 15);
 Go live and maintenance (Sprint 16 –
Sprint 24).
The first important factor to deliver working
software is forming a team with strong technical knowledge and good understanding of
the business domain. This process the team
took several months because it required finding highly skilled individuals. In this phase the
focus was on gaining knowledge regarding the
system and proving the ability to setup a
proper development environment. The second
factor that influences the ability to deliver
working software is building team capacity.
This is not expressed only in terms of allocating specific resources to the project, but creating an environment that fosters collaboration.
In this phase the focus was on gaining
knowledge regarding the business domain and
getting the system to a stable state of functionality. Norming the development process is the
third factor that influences the ability to deliver software. In this phase workshops were
organized to align team members to the same
goals and working practices. A product
roadmap was put in place by the product managers and estimated by the development team
using t-shirt sizing techniques that had led to
an increase in ownership. Introducing Sprint
Goals as a way of focusing activities on the
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team level rather than individual task allocation had a positive impact in collaboration.
Going live in Sprint 16 had a great influence
on the team dynamics. Because real life feedback started to come from the users the team
had to change its way of working to assure
both delivery of new features and maintenance. Support has increased the amount of
unplanned work and a system of continuous
delivery to release hotfixes. Performance issues prevailed new functionality and feedback
from the users became the most important factor that influenced what was delivered. In this
phase the most important factor was adaptability.
Because lead-time and cycle time are metrics
taken from production systems, they are useful when what is produced remains the same,
like a specific product or item. When considering knowledge work, the output is complex
and may vary a lot. Data analysis showed a
great variance on each type of issue tracked.
The types of problems in software development are complex and unique so norming
work is a difficult task. While these metrics
can create an overview of performance, tracking them should take in consideration that
with new features or modules is expected for
the team to have a low predictability in the beginning. Kanban metrics tend to be more useful in support and maintenance activities.
5 The proposed architecture
In order to automate the process of data gathering and metric calculation, we propose a
system that will collect data from several
sources. These sources include project management and issue tracking software. A dedicated module will interrogate the software and
will export data in several formats. These files
will be processed by the metrics generator and
it will generate calculated data in requested
formats (XML, JSON etc.). The system also
provides a reporting module that presents the
benchmarking results. Figure 4 depicts the architecture of the proposed system.
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Fig. 4. A real-time agile metric system
The proposed system, depicted in Figure 4, includes the following interconnected components:
 Agile project and process management
software and issues tracker software;
 The metrics generator;
 Database and a corresponding access
module;
 Import/Export modules;
 Reporting module.
The project and process management software and/or issues tracker software represent
the essential tools for agile software project
management and they provide the required
data for metrics calculation. Examples of agile
project management tools include JIRA, VersionOne, Trello, Pivotal Tracker, Bugzilla etc.
Data provided by the project management
software is collected using the Import/Export
modules. The modules access the project management and issue tracking software and export the required data in the specified format.
The import module will access the project and
process management software using several
ways:
 through provided API, if available;
 directly accessing the database;
 using a GUI automation sequence to select

and export the required data.
After data is imported it is aggregated and normalized.
These modules replace the manual processing
of data based on Excel or other spreadsheet
software.
The metrics generator is the main component
of this system. It includes the logic to calculate the metrics and indicators required for agile project benchmarking. As example of metrics we mention velocity, lead-time and cycle
time. The input of this module is represented
by files generated from project management
software using the export/import modules.
This module should allow to design the relations between data in order to define new metrics.
The processed data (metrics, indicators) is exported in the specified format using the import/export modules. The system allows using
several formats like XML, JSON and CSV.
The metrics generator could be connected
with other modules that provide metrics that
are not collected by the project and process
management software, at a source code level
(KLOC, cyclomatic-complexity, Halstead
complexity, the number of classes, the number
of functions etc.).
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All data is stored in a database in order to assure its persistence and to allow benchmarking with older projects. A database access
module is required to access and manipulate
the stored data.
The reporting module helps to display data in
a tabular or graphical format (bar charts, pie
charts, spider charts etc.), depending on user
selection. The data can selected directly from
the database, or could be loaded from the exported files.
6 Discussion
Using a system that provides real-time agile
metrics for measuring team performance has
several advantages like:
 less work required to select, export and
process data from agile project and process management software;
 integration with all major agile project and
process management software;
 improved benchmarking performance,
having historic data;
 team members, project and process managers could better focus on other activities;
 uses a modular architecture that allows to
add new feature without changing other
components.
The system has to be implemented open
enough to allow addition of new modules and
updates.
The disadvantages of this type of system are:
 it requires additional work.
 it has to take into account the main project
and process management software;
 new versions of project and process management software could require changes
in importing modules.
The disadvantages can be avoided through a
good design process.
The case study presented is section 4 is based
manually processed data. Using an automated
system like the one we propose, these reports
will be generated in no time.
7 Conclusion and future work
Agile software development has produced a
shift in the mindset of measuring progress by
focusing on working software. In this paper
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three key agile metrics were analyzed in order
to quantify the performance a development
team in an outsourcing company. The ability
to deliver working software is influenced by
team capacity, having a normed development
process and adaptability to changing requirements. Recommendation when using agile
metrics is take in consideration the specific
phase of team development (forming, storming, norming, performing). Metrics should always be a reason for conversation in seeking
improvement. In this specific case metrics
provided a basis for discussion and increased
transparency. Velocity, lead-time and cycle
time are considered to be internal measures of
productivity.
Future research will focus on external
measures like customer satisfaction, perceived quality and product revenue in order to
correlate them with internal metrics.
We also plan to implement the proposed system in order to provide real-time agile metrics
and to compare with previous results in a real
development environment.
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